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Abstract—Blends of organic electron and hole conductive
materials are widely used for ambipolar charge carrier transport
and donor/acceptor photovoltaic cells. Thereby the efficiency of
these excitonic solar cells is correlated to the morphology of the
interface between the donor and the acceptor materials, which in
turns depends on the preparation conditions, the crystallization
of the particular materials, and the interaction between the donor
and acceptor molecules. In this contribution the influence of the
morphology on the solar cell architecture and performance will be
discussed using different molecular donor-acceptor combinations.
I. INTRODUCTION
In comparison to conventional (inorganic) semiconductor
photovoltaic cells, the working mechanism of their organic
counterparts differs in several fundamental aspects [1], [2].
The main difference can be found in the nature of the photoex-
cited states. In organic solar cells the absorption of photons
leads to the creation of strongly bound excitons instead of free
electron-hole pairs [3]. Associated with high exciton binding
energies typically in the range between 0.2 eV and 1.5 eV
in organic semiconducting materials [4], interfacial processes
play a crucial role. To account for this characteristic property,
the interface morphology of OPVCs has to be well controlled.
One reason for the high binding energy can be found in
the comparatively low dielectric constant of organic materials
resulting in a long range of the attractive Coulomb potential
between an electron-hole pair. Furthermore, weak van der
Waals interactions between individual molecules lead to a
spatial restriction of the electronic wave function and thus
a localization of electron-hole pairs in their mutual Coulomb
potential well. Substantial progress towards an efficient charge
carrier separation - and with that towards efficient organic
solar cells - was made in 1986 by Tang with the utilization
of two organic materials with dissimilar electronic properties
forming a donor-acceptor (DA) heterojunction [5]. Appropriate
alignment of the energy levels of the donor and acceptor,
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respectively, enables successful exciton dissociation which
results in a geminate pair, i.e. a Coulombically bound hole
polaron in the donor and electron polaron in the acceptor
material.
For such a DA interface, charge generation can be split into
a four-step process as illustrated in figure 1 [6]:
1) Absorption of light and generation of excitons
2) Exciton diffusion to the interface
3) Exciton dissociation and charge carrier generation at the
interface
4) Charge carrier collection at the electrodes.
The overall charge generation process is quantified by the
internal quantum efficiency [6]
ηint = ηAbs · ηED · ηCT · ηCC , (1)
which is the product of the absorption efficiency ηAbs, the
exciton diffusion efficiency ηED, the charge transfer efficiency
ηCT and the charge collection efficiency ηCC. If reflection
losses for coupling light from outside into the cell are taken
into account, one obtains the external quantum efficiency ηext
which is basically the number of collected electrons with
respect to the number of incident photons:
ηext = (1−R) ηint , (2)
with R being the reflectivity of the device.
ηext is experimentally determined by the measured current
density at short-circuit conditions (JSC) divided by the inci-
dent light intensity at a given wavelength. The overall power
conversion efficiency ηP of a solar cell is given by
ηP =
JSC · VOC · FF
Pin
, (3)
where VOC is the open-circuit voltage, FF the fill factor and
Pin the incident optical power density, preferably measured
under AM1.5 sunlight conditions.
The typically high absorption coefficients of organic semi-
conductors (α ≈ 105 cm−1) allow for almost complete light
absorption for sufficiently thick organic layers [7]. At suitable
DA interfaces the charge transfer is found to occur on time
scales of a few hundred femto-seconds [8] yielding high charge
transfer efficiencies. Furthermore, also the charge carrier col-
lection efficiency in a planar heterojunction (PHJ) photovoltaic
cell can be close to ηCC ≈ 100% if the charge carrier
mobility is sufficiently high [9]. However, one of the limiting
factors is given by ηED. The observed exciton diffusion lengths
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Fig. 1. Basic processes in organic solar cells related to the energy diagram of a DA cell. EF are the Fermi energies of the cathode and anode contacts,
respectively. LUMO is the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, and HOMO is the highest occupied molecular orbital of the organic film. Filled circles
represent electrons and open circles holes. A line between electron and hole symbolizes an exciton while a dip in the energy levels depicts the lowering
of energy by Coulomb interaction between electron and hole. ηAbs, ηED, ηCT, and ηCC are the efficiencies of light absorption, exciton diffusion, charge
transfer, and charge carrier collection, respectively.
are typically a few nanometers only for molecular materials
[7], [10], [11], which is significantly shorter than the optical
absorption length (100 − 200 nm) required for absorbing a
significant fraction of the incident light [6]. To overcome this
exciton diffusion bottleneck, different strategies to increase the
active volume of the cell have been employed with the bulk
heterojunction (BHJ) and the multi heterojunction approach
being probably the most successful ones [7], [9], [12], [13],
[14]. Using these concepts, it has been demonstrated that
power conversion efficiencies exceeding 5% can be achieved
both with polymers and tandem cells using molecular materials
[15], [16], [17].
Numerous studies on conjugated polymer/methano-fullerene
blends have shown that mixing donor and acceptor materials
in a BHJ cell, though being very simple in principle, can
lead to significant variations in cell performance, mostly due
to different film morphologies [18]. It was found that in
blends of a poly(phenylenevinylene) derivative (MDMO-PPV)
and the soluble fullerene derivative (PCBM) with a PCBM
content exceeding 67wt.-% a molecular dispersion with 1:1
stoichiometry is superimposed by a large scale interpenetrat-
ing network with pronounced percolation pathways. Recent
numerical simulations show that not only the length scale of
the phase separation between donor and acceptor but also
the orientation of the phase separated regions with respect
to the electrodes plays a crucial role [19]. It turns out that
phase separated nanopillars with diameters in the range of the
exciton diffusion length and growth direction perpendicular to
the electrodes are most favorable for achieving low recombi-
nation losses accompanied by high charge carrier mobilities
to achieve efficient charge collection.
For organic photovoltaic cells (OPVCs) based on small-
molecule materials, which are the focus of this work, there
are different possible device structures under consideration: a
bulk heterojunction fabricated by co-evaporation of donor and
acceptor molecules [20] and the planar (multi-)heterojunction
obtained by sequential evaporation of both materials [7],
[21]. A further improvement of device performance could
be realized by a hybrid DA heterostructure, i.e. a blend
sandwiched between neat donor and acceptor layers, providing
efficient exciton dissociation and simultaneously maintaining
good charge carrier transport towards the electrodes [22]. In
spite of the huge amount of work related to the growth of
a single molecular material on various kinds of substrates,
there are up to now very little systematic growth studies on
molecular blends. Particularly, there is a lack of investigations
of the correlation between film morphology under controlled
growth conditions and microscopic processes in the corre-
sponding solar cell. Furthermore, the number of materials for
which these studies have been performed is quite limited,
comprising basically only Cu- or Zn-phthalocyanine combined
with the fullerene C60 or perylene derivatives (e.g. PTCBI).
Bilayers and blends of CuPc and C60 were investigated as
a function of deposition conditions and layer composition
[23]. An enhancement of OPV power conversion efficiency
by a factor of two was obtained in going from a planar
heterojunction via fully mixed blends to a structure with a
compositional gradient from the pure donor material at the
anode to the pure acceptor at the cathode [24]. It was shown
that the morphology of CuPc:PTCBI blends can be altered by
post-deposition annealing if covered with a metal electrode
[9]. Furthermore, the morphologies and device performance
of CuPc:C60 mixtures grown by standard thermal evaporation
and vapor phase deposition using gas flow were compared
[25].
II. MATERIALS AND SOLAR CELL ARCHITECTURES
The focus of our joint studies is to address the correlation
between film and interface morphology and the photoelectrical
properties of molecular donor-acceptor cells. Figure 2 shows
different possible architectures, where an interface for exciton
dissociation is present. The simplest case is a well defined
sharp interface (see figure 2a) between the donor and the ac-
ceptor layer (planar heterojunction). By creating a roughened
or an interdigitated layer structure (figure 2b,c) the effective
interfacial area can be increased. In a bulk heterojunction
the DA interface is distributed over the entire blended film
either as a homogenous molecular mixture, a compositional
gradient or as a (nano)phase separated system (see figure 2d-
f). The length scale of the phase separation can be influenced
by post-deposition annealing in polymer [26] and molecular
[9] solar cells. Such a distributed interface allows for exciton
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Fig. 2. Different architectures for solar cells: (a) planar heterojunction, (b) DA heterojunction with rough interface, (c) planar DA layers combined with
interdigitated interface, (d) gradient heterojunction, (e) bulk heterojunction (molecular mixture), (f) phase separated bulk heterojunction, (g) planar heterojunction
with mixed interface.
dissociation even if the exciton diffusion length is rather
low. Furthermore, the realization of percolation pathways for
unhindered transport of charge carriers to the electrodes is
important. However, for optimizing the overall efficiency of
a photovoltaic device it has to be taken into account that the
efficiencies of the individual processes are partly connected to
each other. An additional structure providing an increased DA
interface in the active layer and simultaneously accounting for
an efficient transport of both charge carriers to the electrodes
is a PHJ with a diffuse interface, the so-called planar-mixed
heterojunction (PM-HJ) (see figure 2g). The neat transport
layers underneath and on top of the mixed photo-active layer
prevent short-cuts between the electrodes by pathways of one
material in the blend and reduce damage of the photo-active
layer by deposition of the top metal contact.
It is not to be expected that all these different interface
morphologies can be realized with one single DA combination.
We have therefore looked at several donor and acceptor
materials shown in figure 3 and have fabricated both planar
and bulk heterojunction devices from different combinations of
them. The chosen materials are copper phthalocyanine (CuPc),
pentacene (Pen), diindenoperylene (DIP), and sexithiophene
(6T) as donor together with Buckminster fullerene (C60),
perfluorinated CuPc (F16CuPc), and perfluorinated Pen (PFP)
as acceptor. The motivation behind the choice of materials was
that depending on the shape of the different molecular species,
being spherical such as C60, disk-shaped like the CuPc’s or
rod-like as 6T, DIP, Pen and PFP, one could expect to observe
different film growth scenarios, in particular in BHJ structures.
Additionally, as indicated in figure 4 the materials cover a
wide range of energy levels of their highest occupied molecu-
lar orbital (HOMO) and their lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO). Assuming vacuum level alignment at the
DA interface an upper limit for the achievable open-circuit
voltage (VOC) can be estimated from the intermolecular gap,
the difference between the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO
of the acceptor. (Interface dipoles as reported for the CuPc/C60
interface [27] are neglected in the estimation.)
A third issue to be considered is the different strength and
spectral range of light absorption. Figure 5 shows absorption
spectra of the used materials calculated from transmission
measurements on transparent substrates. In order to increase
the short-circuit current (JSC), harvesting a large portion of the
solar spectrum is important, which is particularly challenging
for the red and near-infrared spectral regions. To meet this
requirement the absorption spectra of donor and acceptor
materials should preferably complement one another as it
is the case for the donor materials CuPc or Pen combined
with the acceptor C60. All other DA combinations show
relatively large spectral overlap and thus provide less favorable
conditions for high degrees of absorption over the entire solar
spectrum. Furthermore, the maximum absorption coefficient
in the visible part of the spectrum differs considerable among








































Fig. 3. Chemical structures of the molecular donor materials (CuPc - copper phthalocyanine, Pen – pentacene, DIP – diindenoperylene, 6T – sexithiophene)
and the molecular acceptor materials (C60 – Buckminster fullerene, F16CuPc – perfluorinated CuPc, PFP – perfluorinated Pen).
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Fig. 4. Energy levels of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO, filled
symbols) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO, open symbols)
for the investigated materials. The values are taken from the literature [28],
[4], [29], [30] and indicate the energy levels of the respective charge carriers.
The LUMO for DIP is calculated from the HOMO [30] and the relation of
the optical gap and the transport gap in reference [4]. The materials are sorted
with decreasing value of the HOMO level.
strengths of the involved electronic transitions, but partly
a consequence of the optical anisotropy of the materials.
Especially for 6T and DIP the direction of the transition dipole
moment is along the long molecular axis, which has for the
consequence that films with preferentially upright standing
molecules are only relatively weakly absorbing optically [31].
In contrast, pentacene shows higher absorption in spite of
standing molecules because the transition dipole moment is
along the short molecular axis in this case [32].
The aim of this paper is to give an overview of our ongoing
work on the comparison of different solar cell architectures
realized by the above mentioned material combinations. We
will focus on three particular systems, namely CuPc and C60,
pentacene with C60 and the combination of CuPc and its
perfluorinated analogue F16CuPc as they exhibit three different
prototypes of phase formation behavior in a bulk heterojunc-
tion mixture. For details on device fabrication, measurement
conditions and an in-depth discussion of the results we refer to
already published work [33], [34]. At the end we will present
some new results on 6T/C60 and DIP/C60 devices showing
very promising performance as planar heterojunctions, but
certainly need further investigation and optimization.
III. INTERFACE MORPHOLOGY AND SOLAR CELL
PERFORMANCE
The results described in the following were obtained on
films grown by molecular beam deposition in high vacuum.
As substrate indium tin oxide (ITO) glass precoated with a
thin layer (∼ 25 nm) of the conducting polymer PEDOT:PSS
was used. Film growth was performed either with the substrate
kept at room temperature or at about 100◦C (as indicated in
the respective figure captions). For device characterization an
exciton blocking layer (when mentioned in the figure caption)
and a counter electrode (LiF/Al, Al, or Sm) was applied by
thermal evaporation in a crossbar architecture yielding active
device areas of about 4mm2. Morphological characterization
was performed using a scanning force microscope (SFM)
under ambient conditions, while photoelectrical measurements
were conducted in a nitrogen filled glove box or in a vacuum
chamber. The light intensities of the simulated AM1.5 sun
spectrum have been measured with a 1 × 1 cm2 calibrated
reference cell (LOT-Oriel, calibrated against NREL standard).
Nevertheless, as the perfect homogeneity of the light beam
cannot be guaranteed, the power conversion efficiency of cells
with smaller sizes might be overestimated. No corrections
accounting for spectral mismatch have been performed [35].
We would also like to note that the device performance
shows some variations from sample to sample, depending on
the detailed device fabrication conditions (e.g. thickness con-
trol, substrate temperature, evaporation rates). To account for
this, all different device types have been repeatedly fabricated
and characterized. The numbers reported later on in table I
indicate the spreading of the obtained device parameters. It is
also important to mention that the type of metal used for the
top contact and the usage of an exciton blocking interlayer
have been independently tested and optimized for each DA
combination. Hence the device structures reported here are
not necessarily identical for the different material systems.
However, within a given DA combination we always compare
planar and bulk heterojunction devices with the same stack
design so that conclusions about the influence of the DA
interface morphology are not severely affected by the choice
of the contacts or by the presence of an exciton blocker.
A. CuPc-C60
The combination of CuPc and C60 is a well-known molec-
ular DA combination with favorable conditions for light-
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Fig. 5. Absorption spectra of the investigated materials. The spectra are calculated from transmission measurements on transparent substrates.
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Fig. 6. Analysis of the CuPc-C60 material combination: (a) scanning force microscopy image of a 1:1 mixture, (b) cartoon of the mor-
phology in this phase separated blend, (c) current-voltage characteristics of the PHJ and the BHJ (superscript a – both without an ex-
citon blocking layer) as well as the PHJ and the PM-HJ (superscript b – both with an exciton blocking layer) in the dark and un-
der 100mW/cm2 simulated AM1.5 illumination. The layer structure for the PHJa is ITO/PEDOT:PSS/CuPc(40 nm)/C60(40 nm)/LiF/Al, for the
BHJa ITO/PEDOT:PSS/CuPc:C60=1:1(80 nm)/LiF/Al, for the PHJb ITO/PEDOT:PSS/CuPc(40 nm)/C60(60 nm)/BCP(8 nm)/Al, and for the PM-HJb
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/CuPc(3.5 nm)/CuPc:C60=1:1(50 nm)/C60(5 nm)/BCP(8 nm)/Al.
harvesting due to their complementary absorption spectra and
high absorption coefficient over almost the full visible range
[36]. As the absorption of the phthalocyanine (see figure 5)
and the acceptor strength of the fullerene [37] are high this
material combination became a model system for analyzing
molecular solar cells. An external quantum efficiency of 5.0%
was achieved with this system [22] in a bulk heterojunction
device with adjacent neat transport layers. It was shown
furthermore that by variation of the annealing temperature
the microstructure can be modified to improve the solar cell
efficiency [9].
Neat films of CuPc and C60 grow as relatively smooth layers
exhibiting a polycrystalline morphology with typically needle-
like crystallites for CuPc and more spherical grains for C60
[33]. However, if both materials are co-evaporated to form a
blend, a markedly different film morphology is obtained due
to the dissimilar molecular shape. Figure 6a shows an SFM
image of a 1:1 blend with considerable roughness and island
structures. [38], [39]. Although, the exact phase composition
of these features remains to be determined, a plausible expla-
nation of this morphological observation is given by a phase-
separation resulting in nano-scaled grains of each material.
Figure 6b displays a simplified schematic of the suggested
morphology inside these blends, assuming that both materials
are not miscible. Recently, evidence for phase separation in
CuPc:C60 blends was reported from X-ray scattering [33]. The
mixed film shows the same Bragg peak positions as layers
of the neat materials corresponding to the α−phase of CuPc
and the fcc-structure of C60. This fact can be traced back to
the simultaneous existence of CuPc and C60 crystallites in
the blend. Nevertheless, we would like to mention that also
featureless SFM images for these mixtures have been reported
in the literature [24], reflecting probably slightly different film
growth conditions in different laboratories.
Charge transport properties of mixed films have previously
been investigated in field-effect transistors [40], [41] and
photodiodes [42], [33]. Both electron and hole mobilities were
found to decrease exponentially in blends with decreasing
content of the electrically conducting molecular species. This
is in full agreement with the picture of nano-phase separation
resulting in charge carrier transport by percolation through the
respective pathways of each species.
The performance of this material combination has been
studied in photovoltaic cells utilizing either a planar hetero-
junction or a bulk heterojunction (1:1 blend). Typical current-
voltage characteristics in the dark and under simulated AM1.5
conditions are depicted in figure 6c and the photovoltaic
parameters are given in table I. Furthermore the characteristics
of a planar heterojunction and a planar-mixed heterojunction
with an exciton blocking layer of BCP are shown. As general
observation we find in cells with mixed layers (BHJ and
PM-HJ) higher short circuit currents JSC in comparison to
the respective planar heterojunctions, indicating more efficient
exciton dissociation due to an increased interfacial area [42],
[33]. Unfortunately, this benefit is accompanied by a decrease
in the open-circuit voltage VOC e.g. from 0.56V for the PHJ
cell to 0.49V for the PM-HJ cell. VOC is mainly defined by
the intermolecular gap between the LUMO of the acceptor
and the HOMO of the donor. Earlier studies of this material
combination showed a reduced intermolecular gap in blended
films [43], [42]. Additionally, coupling of the quasi Fermi-
levels in the blend to the electrode materials is different for the
bulk and planar heterojunctions [44]. The low FF in the PM-
HJ may partly be assigned to inappropriate layer thicknesses
and subsequently high series resistance [24]. Also for other
molecular materials it was shown that the fill factor in solar
cells containing blended films is lower than in planar hetero-
junction cells [45]. The layer thickness of the organic blend
might exceed the thickness in which percolation pathways
reach the electrodes from the whole volume of the device.
The current-voltage characteristics of the PHJ device without
an exciton blocking layer is affected by an S-shape behavior,
i.e. a low current density near and above VOC which reduces
FF . The appearance of this undesired feature has recently
gained more and more attention in the literature. Uhrich et
al. could relate the S-shaped current-voltage characteristics to
insufficient energy level alignment between the photoactive
layer system and the hole transport layer of a PHJ device. An
accumulation of charge carriers inside the device leads to sup-
pressed forward current as well as reduced photocurrent in the
vicinity of VOC [44]. A similar explanation of the “kink” in the
current-voltage curve close to VOC was given by Nelson et al..
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Fig. 7. Analysis of the CuPc-F16CuPc material combination: (a) scanning force microscopy image of a 1:1 mixture, (b) cartoon of the
morphology in this molecularly mixed blend, (c) current-voltage characteristics of the PHJ and the BHJ in the dark and under 100mW/cm2
simulated AM1.5 illumination. The layer structure for the PHJ is ITO/PEDOT:PSS/CuPc(40 nm)/F16CuPc(40 nm)/LiF(0.5 nm)/Al and for the BHJ
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/CuPc:F16CuPc=1:1(80 nm)/LiF(0.5 nm)/Al.
Based on a simple model of a molecular photovoltaic device as
a two-level, light absorbing system the S-shaped characteristic
was connected to slow charge transfer originating from large
energy steps at the electrodes [46]. Furthermore, degradation
studies on pentacene/C60 heterojunction solar cells related
the deterioration of device performance - manifested in a
continuous decrease of FF - with photooxidation and UV
annealing [47]. The effect is explained by the reorganization of
pentacene near the ITO substrate resulting in an ITO/pentacene
interface barrier. The responsibility of interfaces for the S-
shaped characteristics is also confirmed by Kumar et al.[48]
and Glatthaar et al.[49], ascribing this anomalous feature to a
charge extraction barrier as a result of interfacial dipoles [48]
and a hindered charge transfer at one of the electrical contacts
caused by the corrosion of the contact metal, respectively.
Compared to similarly structured solar cells based on
CuPc/C60 [50] our OPVCs show lower power conversion
efficiencies although an exciton blocking layer bathocuproine
(BCP) is used which prohibits quenching of excitons at the
electrode [51], [52], [53], [54]. The reason may be found in not
optimized layer thicknesses. Optimization of this parameter is
indispensable for high efficiencies of exciton diffusion and
charge carrier collection and to exploit optical interference
effects inside the device [36]. Nevertheless, a free variation of
the film thicknesses is partially limited as the rough morphol-
ogy of the organic layers requires sufficiently thick films to
avoid undesirable leakage in the current-voltage measurement.
B. CuPc-F16CuPc
Fluorination of organic molecules is a well-known method
to tune the electrochemical potentials of a material towards
higher electron affinity and ionization potential, leaving the
energy gap of the phthalocyanines more or less unaffected
[55], [56]. In this way a donor-type material (such as CuPc)
can be turned into an electron acceptor. We have therefore
studied bilayers and blends of the H-terminated (H16-)CuPc
with its fully fluorinated analogue F16CuPc. In contrast to
the above discussed system both materials are structurally
very similar (disk-shape) so that a completely different film
growth scenario and phase behavior could be expected in their
mixtures.
Blends of CuPc:F16CuPc show the same SFM morphology
as the neat films of CuPc and F16CuPc (see figure 7a and
ref. [57]). Due to similar size and shape of both molecules
and very similar packing motifs in neat crystalline films of
each material they are able to form a molecularly mixed
crystalline structure [57]. Thereby the lattice spacing of the
blend is in between the values for the neat films. A simi-
lar scenario was observed for Pen/PFP [58] and other rod-
like molecules [59], such as sexithiophene (6T), sexiphenyl
(6P) and dihexylsexithiophene (DH6T). A schematic sketch
illustrating the morphological concept of a molecularly mixed
phthalocyanine film is presented in figure 7b. This molecular
packing characterized by an alloy of two materials with
different energy levels in alternating DA stacks leads to an
electrical transport behavior markedly different to that of
phase separated blends. We find that unipolar electron and
hole transport is possible in these molecularly mixed films,
however, if both carrier types are injected at the same time (or
are photogenerated by light absorption) the current decreases
by several orders of magnitude [57]. A conclusive explanation
can be found in the formation of charge transfer states with
a hole located at the CuPc molecule and an electron sitting
on the neighboring F16CuPc molecule. Such a charge transfer
state is unaffected by the electric field and the involved
molecules are subsequently blocked for a further charge carrier
transport.
This behavior leads to very low photocurrents in the BHJ
solar cell as shown by the current-voltage characteristics in
figure 7c. Also included in this figure are the J-V character-
istics for a PHJ device of both materials. Interestingly, for this
device the current under reverse biasing is much higher than
under forward bias conditions. This is related to the formation
of a charge generation layer at the DA interface where charge
carrier pairs are generated by tunneling of electrons from the
HOMO of CuPc into the LUMO of F16CuPc [60]. However,
for the PHJ there is almost no effect of illumination as
manifested in a negligible value of VOC.
The overall performance of this material combination in
photovoltaic cells is very poor. Apart from the small open-
circuit voltage (which was to be expected already from the
energy level diagram in figure 4) the extremely low photocur-
rents in blends make them useless as active layer in OPV
applications. The general lessons to be learned is that this type
of mixed crystalline films of donor and acceptor molecules
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Fig. 8. Analysis of the Pen-C60 material combination: (a) scanning force microscopy image of a 1:1 mixture, (b) cartoon of the morphol-
ogy with a large scale phase separation (different scale as in figures 6 and 7), (c) current-voltage characteristics of the PHJ and the PM-HJ in
the dark and under halogen lamp illumination. The layer structure for the PHJ is ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Pen(50 nm)/C60(50 nm)/Sm and for the PM-HJ
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Pen(5 nm)/Pen:C60=1:1(60 nm)/C60(5 nm)/Sm.
is not desirable for efficient OPV cells as it prevents charge
carrier separation. (The same scenario is by the way found in
Pen/PFP [58].)
C. Pen-C60
Pentacene is one of the most intensively studied organic
semiconductor materials, mainly due to its high charge carrier
mobilities observed in organic FETs [61]. However, in the
context of OPV devices there is comparatively little work
reported in the literature on planar heterojunctions [62], [63],
[47], although from the viewpoint of optical absorption the
combination with C60 should be quite promising.
The surface morphology of co-evaporated Pen:C60 films
deposited on top of a Pen pre-coverage determined by SFM
is depicted in figure 8a. Together with X-ray scattering it
was shown that – similar to the CuPc/C60 system – phase
separation takes place [34], however, in contrast to the former
system the length scale is much larger in this case due to the
strong crystallization tendency of pentacene. A schematic of
the resulting morphology with pentacene crystallites extending
beyond the C60 layer is shown in figure 8b. A detailed analysis
of the mobility is pending but due to the large scale phase
separation no strong influence on the charge carrier transport
is expected as compared to neat films.
The characteristics of the PHJ and PM-HJ solar cells are
shown in figure 8c. In contrast to the CuPc/C60 system the
behavior of JSC and VOC is different in planar and bulk
heterojunctions. Here the PM-HJ has the higher open-circuit
voltage but a lower short circuit current. However, it seems
to be obvious that large scale phase separation and the for-
mation of large pentacene crystals are not favorable for solar
cell performance. The observed pentacene needles extending
through the C60 layer can lead to leakage. Additionally, the
distance between the needle-like Pen islands is on the length
scale of micrometers and thus far too big in comparison to the
observed exciton diffusion length in C60, which further limits
efficient exciton dissociation.
D. DIP/C60 and 6T/C60
Besides the widely-spread and intensively studied materials
CuPc and Pen, we have recently started investigations on two
rather uncommon molecular donor materials: sexithiophene
(6T) and diindenoperylene (DIP). Both materials have been
used in combination with C60 as acceptor. Structural formulas,
energy levels and absorption spectra are depicted in figure 3-
5. Detailed studies on structure, morphology, charge carrier
mobility and especially their correlation with solar cell per-
formance are currently under work. Absorption coefficients
are comparatively low in both materials (see figure 5) which
can be attributed to predominantly upright standing molecules
proven by X-ray scattering measurements and predicted by
various structural investigations [64], [65], [66]. Although this
leads to an unfavorable orientation of the optical transition
dipole regarding the absorption of incoming light, we have
observed remarkably high power conversion efficiencies al-
ready in simple planar heterojunctions. We therefore expect
that these materials could hold further potential for efficient
solar cells.
Up to now, DIP has not yet been investigated in or-
ganic solar cells. Recently, a similarly constructed molecule
tetraphenyldibenzoperiflanthene (DBP) was used in PHJ or-
ganic solar cells exhibiting power conversion efficiencies of
up to 3.6% [67]. The high VOC and JSC of the DBP-based
cell is attributed to its high HOMO level and the effective
light absorption, respectively. The latter argument cannot be
applied in the case of DIP which shows quite low absorption
coefficient – at least compared to CuPc and Pen – and has
strong spectral overlap with C60. Furthermore, DIP has been
Fig. 9. Device characteristics for 6T/C60 and DIP/C60
planar heterojunction solar cells in the dark and under
100 mW/cm2 simulated AM1.5 illumination. The layer structure
for the PHJs are ITO/PEDOT:PSS/6T(50 nm)/C60(60 nm)/Al and
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/DIP(50 nm)/C60(80 nm)/BCP(8 nm)/Al, respectively.
The DIP layer was evaporated at 100◦C substrate temperature.
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shown to have balanced charge carrier transport along the c′
direction in single crystals [68] and remarkably high exciton
diffusion lengths of ≈ 100 nm [69]. Even though the absolute
values are actually discussed in the literature [7], [10], [11],
[69] a correlation between structural coherence length and
exciton diffusion length is reasonable, meaning that better
film crystallinity should give rise to higher exciton diffusion
length [70]. A detailled study of DIP film growth on OPV
relevant substrates, the resulting morphology and its relation to
device performance is currently under way and will be reported
elsewhere [71].
The theoretical maximum value of VOC is a function of
the difference between HOMO of the donor and LUMO of
the acceptor, minus the binding energy of the dissociated,
geminate electron-hole pair [72]. Thus, from the compilation
of the molecular energy levels in figure 4 we expect a high
VOC for the combination of DIP with C60, which was approved
by current-voltage characteristics (see figure 9). Together with
a nearly rectangular shape of the J-V curve, resulting in a
high FF reaching up to 74%, power conversion efficiencies
of 3.9% under 100mW/cm2 illumination were achieved. The
photovoltaic parameters are given in table I to compare the
different material combinations.
Sexithiophene has been used as donor material in BHJ
solar cells already in 1997 [73], where blends of 6T and
C60 exhibited microphase-separated morphology as revealed
by transmission electron microscopy studies. More efficient
BHJ solar cells of the same material combination have been
reported recently by Alem et al., reaching η = 1% after
reverse bias annealing [74]. As in the case of DIP, 6T
molecules are standing upright on the substrate and thus have
rather low absorption coefficients as well as a large spectral
overlap with the absorption spectrum of C60, both providing
a priori unfavourable conditions for efficient light harvesting.
As was expected from energy level alignment, VOC of
6T/C60 PHJ solar cells is lower than for DIP/C60 cells (see
figure 9). Nevertheless, relatively high short-circuit current
densities and high fill factors lead to efficiencies of up to
1.5%. Reasonable photocurrents have also been observed in
PHJ cells with thick 6T layers (400−500 nm), which indicate
that the exciton diffusion length might be considerably larger
as compared to that of CuPc. So there is room for significant
further improvement by either controlling the molecular ori-
entation or by a systematic layer thickness variation, thereby
matching light absorption, exciton diffusion and charge carrier
extraction lengths.
IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this contribution we give an overview of our work on
growth and photovoltaic characterization of different molecu-
lar donor-acceptor systems. Apart from planar heterojunctions,
which have been fabricated for all DA combinations, we have
particularly looked at the phase behavior and the resulting mor-
phology of bulk heterojunctions between selected materials.
Owing to the differences in molecular shape we have been able
to prepare and identify three different growth scenarios leading
to largely different interface morphologies and observed their
consequences for device performance. Blends of CuPc and
C60 show nano-phase separation on a length-scale of a few ten
nanometers being spatially separated not too far from the ex-
pected exciton diffusion range. Additionally this system shows
very favourable spectral properties for light harvesting over the
whole visible range. However, we also have seen limitations in
the transport properties of this material system leading to low
fill factors and S-shaped J-V characteristics, in particular in
PHJ devices. The combination of CuPc with its perfluorinated
analogue F16CuPc leads to the formation of a molecularly
mixed ”organic alloy”. However, such an intimate mixing is
not favourable for charge separation in photovoltaic cells as
the primarily formed charge-transfer states are Coulombically
bound. The mixing behavior of Pen/C60 represents the other
extreme case exhibiting phase separation on a very large length
scale (larger than the nominal layer thickness). In addition to
the obvious mismatch of the resulting interface morphology
with the exciton diffusion length, these large Pen crystallites
lead to undesired leakage pathways for charge carriers.
Apart from these classical material systems, we have re-
cently started investigating planar heterojunctions of DIP and
TABLE I
COLLECTION OF THE DETERMINED POWER CONVERSION EFFICIENCIES, OPEN-CIRCUIT VOLTAGES, FILL FACTORS AND SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT
DENSITIES OF THE INVESTIGATED SOLAR CELLS. THE GIVEN RANGES INDICATE THE SPREADING OF THE OBTAINED DEVICE PARAMETERS FOR SAMPLES
PREPARED UNDER COMPARABLE PREPARATION CONDITIONS. EXCEPT FOR PEN/C60 , THE ILLUMINATION WAS SIMULATED AM1.5 SUNLIGHT
CONDITIONS WITH 100 MW/CM2 .
Solar cell η [%] VOC [V] FF [%] JSC [mA/cm
2]
CuPc/C60 PHJ (without blocking layer) 0.2− 0.7 0.50− 0.53 26− 32 1.2− 4.0
CuPc:C60 BHJ (without blocking layer) 0.3− 0.9 0.35− 0.46 31− 37 4.1− 6.8
CuPc:C60 PHJ (with blocking layer) 1.3− 2.3 0.50− 0.56 34− 55 5.5− 7.7
CuPc:C60 PM-HJ (with blocking layer) 0.9− 1.8 0.48− 0.55 22− 33 7.4− 10.6
CuPc/F16CuPc PHJ no photocurrent
CuPc:F16CuPc BHJ < 0.01 0.36 23 0.012
DIP/C60 PHJ 2.8− 3.9 0.88− 0.94 60− 74 4.6− 5.4
6T/C60 PHJ 1.0− 1.6 0.41− 0.49 39− 59 5.0− 10.5
Pen/C60 PHJa — 0.22− 0.25 28− 33 1.4− 2.8
Pen:C60 PM-HJa — 0.28− 0.29 26− 31 0.7− 0.9
anon calibrated light source
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6T with the acceptor C60. These donor materials are well-
known to form highly ordered thin films with excellent charge
transport properties. However, due to their tendency to grow
in a fashion where the molecules are standing almost upright
on the substrate and the fact that the transition dipole moment
is oriented along the long axis of the molecule, their optical
absorption is by far weaker than for example in CuPc and Pen.
Nevertheless, first results are very promising already in PHJ
devices with non-optimized layer thicknesses. In particular
DIP/C60 with an open-circuit voltage of 0.9V and a fill
factor of more than 70% has the potential for high-efficiency
photovoltaic cells.
To conclude, the route towards high-efficiency molecular
solar cells still holds many challenges. Phase behavior and
morphology formation in molecular blends is still not very
well understood, and it is obvious that the vision of tailoring
interface morphologies as indicated in figure 2 is not straight-
forward and for sure not possible with one single mate-
rial combination only. Besides molecular self-assembly and
thermodynamically driven phase separation followed so far,
there are currently increasing efforts to create artificial phase
separation following the scenarios sketched in figure 2(b)
and (c) by glancing angle deposition [75] or by stamping
techniques [76], [77]. Additionally, the search for well-ordered
materials with better charge and exciton transport properties
could be a viable alternative to the bulk heterojunction concept.
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